
 

PETER KAHN SIGNS TOP UZBEK PROSPECT  
DILSHODBEK RUZMETOV 

Miami, FL (December 18, 2023 ) Peter Kahn, President of Fight Game Advisors, has 
announced today the signing of Top Uzbek Prospect Dilshodbek Ruzmetov of Tashkent, 
Uzbekistan.  

The 24-year-old light-heavyweight turned professional in December 2021 following a heralded 
amateur career.  

A member of the acclaimed Uzbekistan 2020 Olympic Team in Tokyo, Ruzmetov was also a 
Gold Medalist at the 2021 Asian Championships in Dubai, UAE and a Silver Medalist at the 
2019 World Championships in Yekaterinburg, Russia.  

Sporting a professional record of 3-0 with one knockout, the southpaw Ruzmetov is coming off a 
third-round stoppage of Adilet Batyraliev on June 16, 2023 in his hometown.  

Stated Peter Kahn, 2022 BWAA’s Manager of the Year about the signing, “I am very pleased to 
announce that I am working with Dilshodbek to guide him in his professional career. After 
competing in the 2020 Olympics for Uzbekistan, it was easy to see that his style is tailor made 
for the professional ranks. I am excited for what's to come." 

Said Dilshodbek Ruzmetov, “We are very strong and powerful in Uzbekistan when it comes to 
boxing. All of the top fighters have signed with big promoters and I truly believe that together 
with Peter Kahn, I’ll be the next fighter from my country to sign with a major promoter as I work 
towards becoming a world champion. With Peter's experience and track record of success, I 
have no doubt the big opportunities will present themselves." 

Ruzmetov is currently being co-trained by Artem Kuzminov and Derik Santos in Boca Raton, 
Florida. 

     ------------------------------ 
Peter Kahn was the recipient of the prestigious 2022 Manager of the Year award from the 
Boxing Writers Association of America and was inducted into the Florida Boxing Hall of Fame in 
2023.  

A South Floridian since 1992, Kahn has been working in professional boxing for thirty years. 
Learning from the ground up, Kahn began as an amateur boxer in South Florida. His operational 
work with boxing icon Don King started in May of 1995 for the then biggest promotional 
company in the world. During this time, Kahn worked intimately on many memorable promotions 
featuring boxing superstars Mike Tyson, Julio Cesar Chavez, Felix Trinidad, Terry Norris, and 
Ricardo Lopez. 



In 2003, Kahn joined startup boxing promotional company Warriors Boxing Promotions as 
Director of Boxing Operations. His work there included the signing of numerous world 
champions and producing  countless world championship fights including memorable battles for 
Hector Camacho and Michael Moorer. His success also included working with three-time, two-
division world champion Randall Bailey, who Kahn went on to manage.  

As an acclaimed boxing manager, one of Kahn's earliest clients was former IBF super 
featherweight world champion and now a renowned trainer of champions, Robert 
Garcia. Kahn has gone on to manage many world champions and top prospects over the last 
fifteen years. In 2021 and 2022, Kahn was the only manager in the history of boxing to guide 
undisputed male and female fighters simultaneously; lightweight George Kambosos Jr. and 
super middleweight Franchón Crews-Dezurn. Kahn is currently the manager of fast rising star, 
junior middleweight Xander Zayas and many other world ranked contenders and highly 
regarded prospects through his company Fight Game Advisors.  

Since 2017, Kahn has been a boxing contributor to Forbes and CBS Sportsline. Kahn is also the 
Associate Producer of Netflix Original Series Fightworld.  
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